
   
 

Appendix E 
 
 
MEDWAY COUNCIL 
HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT BUSINESS PLAN 2021/22: 
UPDATED REVIEW ON PROJECTIONS & CAPACITY 
 
Introduction 
 
This revisit of the plan comes after the last review of the plan undertaken in January 
2021 taking into account the latest forecasts, assumptions and stock investment 
requirements. 
 
The model is launched from April 2021 (2021.22 financial year) and runs for 30 years 
to March 2051. The first year of the plan is balanced exactly to the revised HRA 
Revenue Budget for 2021.22 based on the Round 2 forecasts and the updated HRA 
Capital Programme for round 3 for 2021.22.  
 
For 2022.23 the HRA Revenue Budget reflects the initial budget process for next 
financial year. Assumptions have been made about the following "big picture" factors, 
all of which fundamentally affect the level of viability and sustainability of the plan.  
These are: 

 
• The loss of properties through the Right to Buy 
• The investment into the Development Phase 4, a total investment in 28 new 

homes and phase 5 via 2 sites to deliver an additional 41 properties 
• The latest capital investment requirements which total £212.8million 

(£156.6million without inflation and adjustment for stock losses and gains) on its 
existing properties, which is an increase on the previous iteration of the plan of 
£15.5million. 

• Repayment of loans through an MRP mechanism, based on revised annuity 
values. 

 
In terms of government policy, the plan allows for the latest social rent policy of 
CPI+1% rent increases  for April 2023 and 2024. Our modelling then works on the 
basis of CPI only after this basis, which is a prudent assumption. 
 
Overall headlines – Baseline Position 
 
In overall terms, the plan is able to be fully funded over the 30-year term, generating 
revenue surpluses in the HRA totalling £52.7million, and a closing debt balance of 
£53.6million. This compares to an opening HRA balance of £5.4million and debt of 
£40.6million.  The plan, therefore generates the capacity to invest additional sums 
towards the delivery of new homes and/or improved services. 
 
It differs from the previous iteration on account of increased borrowing in the early 
stages to fund the capital expenditure within the plan, resulting in a higher closing debt 
balance of £5.6million, but also benefit from an increase to forecast reserve balances 
of £8.3million. 
 



   
 

As part of this review we have modelled a scenario that  takes into account the costs 
of development ensuring that stock numbers grow year on year by a net 1%, for 7 
years, after allowing for right to buys and also implementing additional energy 
efficiency works. 
 
Key Baseline Assumptions 
 
The following schedule is not exhaustive - however this lists the main assumptions 
affecting the viability of the plan. 
 
HRA Budget assumptions 
 
The table below shows the revised 2021.22 budgets and proposed budgets for 
2022.23 to which the plan is based upon: 
 
 

 
 

2021.22 2022.23
Dwelling rents 13,045,822 13,589,188 
Non-dwelling rents 241,239 220,247 
Service charge income 1,128,878 1,179,390 
Other income and contributions 88,568 35,525 
Total income 14,504,507 15,024,350 

Repairs & maintenance 2,265,066 2,695,000 
Management (incl RRT) 4,884,508 4,620,000 
Bad debts 50,000 50,000 
Depreciation 3,608,085 3,686,770 
Debt management 63,364 63,364 
Total costs 10,871,023 11,115,134 

Net income from services 3,633,484 3,909,216 

Interest payable (1,789,829) (1,793,173)
Interest income 0 600 
Net income/expenditure before appropriations 1,843,655 2,116,643 

Set aside for debt repayment (357,933) (426,572)
Revenue contributions to capital (2,010,709) (1,487,900)
Allocation to/from other reserves 0 0 
Other appropriations 0 0 
Net HRA Surplus/(Deficit) (524,987) 202,171 

HRA Balance brought forward 5,395,000 4,870,013 
HRA surplus/deficit (524,987) 202,171 
Use of Balances for Acquistion of Property 0 (231,116)
HRA Balance carried forward 4,870,013 4,841,068 



   
 

The revenue contributions include the additional use of reserves of £0.231million to 
cover expenditure for funding of the capital programme in 2022.23.  
 
1. The model is launched with opening properties of 3,004 with right to buy sales 

adjusted to reflect the 10 projected in 2021.22, then a further 10 per annum for 8 
years then reducing by 1 every five years throughout the plan – total loss 249 
properties over the 30 years of the plan. Stock additions total 28 for phase 4 and 
48 for phase 5. 

2. Net stock loss over the term is therefore 8%, though at this stage the model does 
not assume a reduction in base costs for management, repair costs for these 
losses (only capital works). 

3. Average stock rents are £84.34/week at April 2021, increasing  by 3.5% in April 
2022, and then increasing by CPI+1% to 2024 following by CPI only for the 
remainder of the plan.  

4. Long-term void rates are 0.5% and bad debt provision of £50,000 is included within 
the management costs equivalent to 0.4% of net rental income.  

5. The forecast management costs for 2022.23 are used as a basis for forecasting 
forward, at CPI only, which matches long-term future rent increases. Service 
charges and other income increase with inflation only. 

6. Repairs expenditure is not reduced in line with net reducing stock levels as a 
prudent assumption and is inflated at 0.5% above CPI for 5 years and then 0.25% 
above CPI beyond this for the duration of the plan. The current repairs contract 
protects the council from increases above 4%.  

7. The stock condition survey-based capital maintenance expenditure into the 
existing stock is based on outputs from the Codeman database, which is 
continually updated. The required levels of works are summarised below and are 
without any inflation or uplift allowances. The costs of the backlog works have 
been modelled for 10 years commencing in 2023.24. 

8.  

 
 
9. For 2021.22 and 2022.23 we have matched the actual and provisional capital 

expenditure and funding for both investment in existing stock and new 
developments. In addition we have modelled the small shortfall when comparing 
the 2020.21 to 2022.23 capital expenditure when compared to the table above. 

 
 2021.22 2022.23 
Capital Programme (existing 
stock) 

£3.624m £9.806m 

Acquisitions £4.625m £1.944m 
New Developments (Phases 4&5) £4.805m £4.897m 
Total £13.054m £16.647m 

 
10. The above costs allow for slippage on the programmes for the prior years. 

Category Backlog 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 2024/2025 2025/2026 Yrs 6-10 Yrs 11-15 Yrs 16-20 Yrs 21-25 Yrs 26-30 TOTAL
Proffessional Management Fees £250,000 £250,000 £250,000 £250,000 £250,000 £250,000 £1,250,000 £1,250,000 £1,250,000 £1,250,000 £1,250,000 £7,750,000
Energy Efficiency Works £0 £400,000 £400,000 £400,000 £400,000 £400,000 £1,600,000 £0 £0 £0 £0 £3,600,000
Fire Safety Works £0 £400,000 £200,000 £150,000 £150,000 £150,000 £750,000 £750,000 £750,000 £750,000 £750,000 £4,800,000
Disabled Adaptaions £0 £200,000 £200,000 £200,000 £200,000 £200,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £6,000,000
Major Works £12,958,326 £4,951,401 £5,721,655 £4,102,151 £5,942,552 £4,996,957 £22,994,867 £16,992,110 £14,470,431 £16,713,205 £18,559,560 £128,403,216
Contingnecy £0 £200,000 £200,000 £200,000 £200,000 £200,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £6,000,000
Total £13,208,326 £6,401,401 £6,971,655 £5,302,151 £7,142,552 £6,196,957 £28,594,867 £20,992,110 £18,470,431 £20,713,205 £22,559,560 £156,553,216



   
 

11. Given that gross stock losses are estimated at 8% the investment costs have been 
adjusted to reflect stock losses by a 50% variable factor, which provides a small 
level of contingency.  

12. Total investment into existing stock is £212.8m throughout the plan (£156.6million 
at current prices) and equates to £52.4k per unit over 30 years. This is based on 
all categories of work to establish the base position for the model and test its 
viability in order meet these investment needs. 

13. Depreciation to finance existing stock improvements is charged to the HRA at an 
equivalent £1,200 per unit, which is adjusted for inflation on a unit-cost basis 
throughout the plan.    

14. Rent income from the development is included, with a standard range of costs 
added to existing management, repair and investment budgets. Development and 
acquisition expenditure is 35% funded, where possible, via retained ‘1-4-1’ 
receipts. In the early years, and particularly for phase 5 the drawdown of 1-4-1 
receipts will be delayed on account of the anticipated 1-4-1 receipts only being 
£0.5million per annum and that existing balances will be utilised for phase 4. 
Therefore, the plan has additional upfront borrowing to finance phase 5 and 1-4-1 
receipts that occur in the future, beyond 2023.24 will be utilised to repay debt up 
to 35% of the value of the total costs. 

15. Core CPI inflation is 2.0% pa in line with government forecasts.  The only real 
inflation drivers to differ from the CPI baseline in the business plan relate to rent 
income (1% real terms increase for 2 years). 

16. The average interest rate applied to the HRA existing debt level is c4% throughout. 
Any new borrowing as identified in the charts below is likely to be at c2-3%, 
therefore offering the potential for the overall interest rate to reduce. We have 
modelled a combined rate of 3.5% moving forward, anticipating the new levels of 
borrowing. The average earned interest rate on credit balances is assumed to 
average 0.1% on all revenue balances then slowly rising to 1% 

17. In line with previous iterations, the business plan does make provision for the part-
repayment of loans as part of an MRP mechanism. The values have been 
calculated on annuity values provided by officers. It should be recognised that 
there is no statutory requirement for the repayment of debt, but given the ‘one-
pool’ nature of the council’s treasury management for both the HRA and General 
Fund, there may be need to revisit this if future borrowing is required. These are 
topped up in years 2023.24 to 2028.29 on account of the forward financing in 
relation to 1-4-1 receipts. 

 
In summary, the assumptions made within the business plan are prudent without being 
excessively restrictive.  
 
The Baseline Summary Outputs 
 
The charts below summarise the forecast: 
• Revenue reserves forecast over 30 years 
• Capital programme forecast over 30 years 
• HRA Debt forecast over 30 years. 
  



   
 

 
Figure 1 - Revenue Reserves forecast 2021-2051 Baseline Position 
 

 
 
The main outputs from the revenue forecast are as follows. 
 
1. There is a call on revenue reserves from year 3 - this is to assist the financing of 

the stock investment in existing stock, new homes and prior years slippage. 
Medway does, of course, have the opportunity to borrow rather than utilise 
reserves. The HRA does not go below the pre-set minimum balance of 
£0.750million (inflated on an annual basis) in any year of the plan (with the 
exception of 2022.23). The overall trajectory of revenue reserves is however 
upwards towards the end of the 30-year term. Revenue reserves are part-called 
on to repay loans through the MRP mechanism, but this could be revisited to 
increase the level of debt repaid thus reducing revenue balances but also the level 
of debt at the end of the plan. 

2. The Major Repairs Reserve is fully utilised in the early years of the plan to assist 
in the funding of the Codeman in-year works and backlog repairs; thereafter the 
trajectory (blue line) is upwards suggesting that long-term investment costs are 
able to be covered more than fully until later in the plan.   

3. The overall level of reserves (black line) is positive at the end of term highlighting 
that the plan generates sufficient revenue to meet all its obligations (but could not 
fully repay the full value of the HRA debt outstanding if the council so wished). 

 
  



   
 

 
 
Figure 2 - Capital expenditure and financing forecast 2021-2051 Baseline Position 
 

 
 
The capital forecast is fully financed as follows. 
 
1. The total programme over 30 years is £212.8million (at outturn prices - which is 

£153.6million at today's prices), excluding the £21.6million budgeted for 
development and acquisition programme (which extends into 2023.24)    

2. Between years 1 and 12 borrowing is required to cover the backlog of investment 
in the stock identified in section 7 above and developments phases 4 and 5. 

3. Additional reserve balances are used to fund the 2022.23 programme. 
  



   
 

Figure 3 - HRA Debt forecast 2021-2051 Baseline Position 
 

 
 
In summary, the debt forecast highlights the following. 
 
1. Following a short to medium period in which borrowing is drawn to assist in 

financing the stock investment programme, loan repayments are scheduled based 
on the annuity calculations. 

2. There are alternative approaches to the repayment of loan balances based on the 
treasury management position for the council.  An alternative plan, such as 
increasing the annuity payments would affect the level of reserves, debt and 
funding/investment profile within the plan. 

3. However, the plan provides for the repayment of c£15.9million of debt balances, 
set against borrowing of £28.5million during the term which is in addition to the 
generation of c£53million of revenue reserves. Taken together, this presents a 
positive position in that 98% of debt balances can potentially be covered (or repaid) 
over the duration of the plan, allowing for the HRA minimum balance requirement. 

 
Impact of Growth to the Plan 
 
Officers wish to assess the impact to the baseline position of a net growth of 1% of 
stock over a 7-year period. 
 
This is results in a total of 216 units delivered from 2023.24 to 2030.31, in addition to 
the 28 properties within phase 4 and 41 properties acquired in Phase 5, with 
expenditure split 50:50 where appropriate over the prior and year of delivery. The key 
assumptions are as follows:  
 
Year Scheme Properties Cost 
2023.24 - 2030.31 Unidentified Sites 216 £48.6m* 

Note * Inflation excluded 
 



   
 

Subsidy by way of 1-4-1 receipts, assumed at 35% of development cost. 
New Borrowing based on an adjusted interest rate of 2% 
Rents: Based at affordable rent levels. 
Operational Costs (per unit): Management £0, Service Costs £473 (flats only), Repairs 
£680 and Life-Cycle Costs £1,000 (year 11 onwards) 
 
The key impacts are as follows: 
 
 
Figure 4 - Revenue Reserves forecast 2021-2051 1% Net Growth in Properties (7 
Years) 
 

 
 
  



   
 

Figure 5 - HRA Debt forecast 2021-2051 1% Net Growth in Properties (7 Years) 
 

 
 
In summary, HRA reserves balances increase on account of the net rental income and 
lower overall interest costs by £13.7million (£61.7million to £75.4million). However, the 
additional borrowing required increases the closing debt by £11.0million to 
£64.6million. The debt reduction in the above chart has replaced the annuity 
repayment mechanism with a straight 2% MRP approach. 
 
Therefore, there is an overall combined positive impact of £2.7million to the plan when 
combining both the revenue and debt position. 
 
Impact of De-Carbonising the Stock to the Plan 
 
The recent Social Housing White Paper reiterated the focus on climate change and 
along with the Council declaring a climate emergency we have modelled the potential 
impact for improving the energy efficiency of the current stock. 
 
Drawing upon our national modelling for the Local Government Association we have 
assumed an average cost of £20,000 per property based on a programme spread over 
a 10-year period commencing 2023.24, less £1,200 due to the existing provision within 
the baseline model. 
 
We have assumed no form of Government subsidy for these works. 
  



   
 

 
Figure 6 - Revenue Reserves forecast 2021-2051 with Energy Efficiency Works 
 

 
 
Figure 7 - HRA Debt forecast 2021-2051 with Energy Efficiency Works 
 

 
 
The inclusion of these works has a significant impact to the plan. We have modelled 
the existing levels of annuity payments made to reduce debt in order to maximise the 
revenue position. In addition, we have followed the same principles in the stock growth 
scenario where new borrowing is factored in at 2%. 
 
Debt balances increase on account on meeting the costs of energy efficiency but also 
maintaining the capital programme for existing stock. 
 
In order to mitigate this it is possible that some form of subsidy may be made available 
and that the Council could consider reducing its investment of all priority categories 
for existing stock as per section 7. Furthermore, more modelling could be undertaken 
in terms of the interest rate for borrowing.  
 



   
 

Capacity Analysis 
 
The HRA debt cap represented an artificial constraint on borrowing set outside the HRA and 
linked to future income and cost assumptions which were made in 2012.  The housing and 
financial policy environment has moved on considerably since then, however the only 
change in the debt cap that has been implemented was for a small minority of authorities 
that opted to bid for an increase in 2014.15. 
 
The proposition within this analysis is that, whilst there is theoretically now no limit to 
borrowing within the HRA, the existing asset and operating base generates a net income 
stream that does offer a logical limit on sustainable borrowing levels.  In setting out its 
investment strategy, the council therefore needs to consider how it will take decisions on 
whether to invest, how to fund, the extent of new borrowing, and determine a framework 
within which decisions will be taken for the business plan overall, within the medium term 
financial strategy and within successive budget rounds. 
 
This report applies some metrics developed in the light of the experience of 40 years’ of 
successful private finance of housing associations, during which associations have 
developed hundreds of thousands of new affordable homes, without a single association 
ever going into default with any of its lenders.   
 
This is not the only approach that can be utilised, for example the council will have an 
established approach to the setting of Prudential Indicators in the General Fund which it 
might wish to consider in the HRA context.  However, as will be seen, looking at tried and 
tested principles from a privately financed sector in the HRA context provides a powerful and 
persuasive evidence base for a significant increase in funding for new HRA developments. 
Housing associations have traditionally been funded from long-term bank lending from the 
High Street banks and Building Societies. There is over £55billion of debt on HA balance 
sheets.  Bank lending has been built on lending covenants which have become established 
in the marketplace and associated with the delivery of cheap debt.  Whilst local authority 
borrowing is not directly secured on its asset base, the covenant approach provides a key 
insight into the viability and sustainability of borrowing as viewed by private lenders. 
 
We have identified three covenants/ratios or metrics which we consider potentially relevant 
in the HRA context, set out below. 
 
Interest Cover Ratio (ICR)  
 
This is the ratio of operating surplus divided by interest costs, and represents the cover that 
the HRA has against its interest cost liabilities in any year; the ICR is set to a minimum which 
provides comfort that if there were a sudden drop in income or increase in operating costs, 
there would be sufficient headroom to continue to cover debt interest.  For housing 
associations, the usual definition of operating surplus is EBITDA (Earnings before Interest, 
Tax, Depreciation and Appropriations). The average ICR for the HA sector in 2019.20 was 
around 1.38; typical lending covenants vary between 1.10 and 1.50 depending on the size 
and nature of the HA, with 1.25 being a typical expectation. 
 
For the HRA, this is best defined as: 

• Turnover (dwelling rents, other rents, service charges, contributions) 
• Less 
• Operating Costs (general management, special management, other management, 

repairs & maintenance, major repairs) 
 



   
 

For housing associations, depreciation is not a cash transaction. In the HRA, because of the 
treatment of depreciation as a cash transfer to the MRR plus or minus an adjustment to 
reflect actual transfers to MRR, it is essential to include the net amount transferred to MRR 
in the calculation.  This represents the revenue expenditure on major repairs made 
legitimately as part of operating costs. Notwithstanding that these are subsequently treated 
as part of the capital programme, they are funded from revenue and property an operating 
cost.  Whilst transfers to the MRR may not be spent in-year, our experience is that the 
majority of balances carried in the MRR tend to be from expenditure slippage. 
 
The above definition of ICR works in the HRA context as it determines the revenue surplus 
before interest, appropriations, and other “below the line” adjustments. 
 
Loan to Value (LTV) 
 
This is an essential tool for private lenders where debt is secured against properties, hence 
theoretically against their value.  The basis for valuation in HAs has been Existing Use Value 
(Social Housing) - EUV(SH) - for decades with many HAs and lenders now adopting Market 
Value Subject to Tenancy as a valuation.  Typical covenants prescribe 65-70% maximum 
LTV. 
 
For the HRA, borrowing is not directly secured against the properties.  In addition, the 
EUV(SH) calculation prescribed by government is not cashflow based, but is based on 
vacant possession values discounted by a regional factor periodically published by the 
government. 
 
LTV is best defined in the HRA context as Outstanding Debt / Fixed Asset Value.  Debt is 
defined as the HRACFR as this is the amount that must be financed with interest payments 
in the HRA.  Asset values include all assets, dwellings and non-dwellings, as all assets are 
included in the generation of net income cashflows in the HRA. 
 
Whilst the LTV definition works for the HRA to an extent, the absence of a clear relationship 
between net rental income and asset values means that the ratio tends to deliver a “low” 
result, compared to HAs.   
 
Gearing 
 
The gearing ratio aims to capture the extent to which assets are financed through debt.  HAs 
are evolving their practice alongside lenders with many beginning to focus on historic cost of 
assets as opposed to updated valuations.  A higher-geared HA will have a higher proportion 
of funding of asset acquisition and development through debt (compared to reserves, grant 
or other resources).  Banks see that as essential in ensuring that HAs are not “over-
stretched” on their borrowing commitments.  Gearing is set to a maximum, with 70% being 
typical. 
 
There are obvious challenges in the HRA context in considering the use of historic costs for 
asset acquisition/development and also the extent to which assets have been financed from 
reserves or capital receipts over many decades.  We have therefore proposed a “proxy” for 
gearing which aims to capture some sense of the development of reserves alongside asset 
value to provide an extra sense around capacity.   
 
Gearing-proxy is defined in the HRA context as: Debt / (HRA Reserve + Major Repairs 
Reserve + any other Reserves not earmarked for specific purposes + Fixed Asset 
Valuations). 
 



   
 

This results in a lower %age than LTV but the movement over time captures the growth in 
reserves and may offer more of a complete picture than LTV. 
 
Others 
 
There are other covenants and ratios that are utilised in the HA context, including in 
particular Asset Cover (broadly, the inverse of LTV).  Lenders and HAs are tending to move 
away from this towards gearing as a key measure. 
 
Another measure we have used for this analysis is the ratio of Debt to Turnover.  This 
measure the level of turnover in relation to debt, which differs slightly from the ration used for 
assessing debtor balances against turnover. As a proxy we have suggested a ratio of 5:0, so 
that turnover can cover the level of debt outstanding by 5 times. 
 
Using the Metrics 
 
The application of each metric to the cashflows and balance sheet within the business plan 
will result a maximum constraint on borrowing.   
 
In the HRA context, the projected constraint on borrowing will operate separately because of 
lack of direct dependency between net income streams and asset values and the level of 
debt.  We would expect to see quite different results from each, and the extent to which the 
measures vary will offer additional insight into the viability and sustainability of new 
investment within the business plan. 
 
The maximum capacity will result from the lowest outcome from each of the four metrics and 
each will change over time.  A forecast for all four illustrates potential capacity frameworks 
for Medway, however we have proposed that the key focus might be on the Interest Cover 
Ratio as this provides the most straightforwardly interpreted and practical measure. 
 
We have taken the outputs from all three of the scenarios derived from the HRA Business 
Plan model and analysed these for the four metrics. 
 
We have set minimum metrics as follows: 
ICR    @ minimum 1.25 
LTV    @ maximum 65% 
Gearing-proxy  @ maximum 70% 
Debt:Turnover  @ maximum 5:0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



   
 

 
Figure 8 - HRA Projected Headroom Using Assumed Metrics with the Baseline Position 
 

 
 
The red (dashed) line shows the projected loan balances without the inclusion of the 216 
units, nor energy efficiency works. 
 
This is set against the suggested borrowing headroom from the 4 metrics identified and 
minimum factors modelled. 
 
Using the lowest borrowing constraint (debt:turnover) the minimum borrowing headroom is 
potentially £22million in year 2, and then continually increases. 
  



   
 

 
Figure 9 - HRA Projected Headroom Using Assumed Metrics with the Stock Growth 
Position 
 

 
 
 
This graph represents the impact of the addition of 216 homes delivering the growth 
strategy.  
 
The debt levels increase as demonstrated by the red line and virtually all borrowing 
headroom is utilised if using the debt:turnover metric. 
 
Given that the model reflects the changes in debt levels, interest charges and net rental 
income there will be differing impacts on each of the suggested borrowing limits. 
 
The baseline graph above shows lower borrowing limits than this with growth but the fact 
that the borrowing undertaken comes with an income stream to support the borrowing is 
reflected in the increase in limits. 
  



   
 

Figure 10 - HRA Projected Headroom Using Assumed Metrics with the Energy Efficiency 
Position 
 

 
 
This chart shows the impact of energy efficiency works to the borrowing limits. 
 
Unsurprisingly, given that the borrowing required is not supported with additional income the 
suggested borrowing limits are exceeded for two of the metrics in the medium to longer-
term. 
 
Overall Summary 
 
The briefing has covered the up to date position for the HRA business plan based on latest 
forecast, assumptions and stock investments needs. 
 
It demonstrates the impact of delivering an additional 216 properties over a 7 year period on 
an assumed set of assumptions to both the forecast revenue and debt position. 
 
Finally we have provided our opinion as to whether the additional borrowing is deemed 
sustainable and prudent in terms of a series of suggested metrics. It is important to note that 
these are suggested and would require reviewing by the council’s finance team and in 
conjunction with Medway’s overall borrowing prudential indicators. 
 
Further consideration should be given to impact to the above modelling in respect of the 
councils aspirations in terms of becoming carbon neutral and the energy efficiency measures 
and associated investment required within the HRAs existing stock. 
 
Simon Smith 
December 2021 
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